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# Information Requested 
Date 

Requested 
Requestor Source Status Complete? 

1 

MUSCO Lighting to visit the WMS site and identify 2-3 options it would recommend for 
lighting 1 or 2 rectangular fields and provide detailed specifications and photometric plans 
for each option.  We seeking to understand which specific areas within the neighborhood 
would be impacted by light pollution (glare and spill) generated by each option. 

8/10/2015 Larry Suiters Musco 

 
Presented in the Musco 
10/21 Presentation…  
more questions for 
Musco pending 

 

2 
Technical and other data County staff (Planning, DPR, etc.) posed to Bishop O’Connell 
during the extended period leading up to the County Board’s decision to reject field lighting 
at O’Connell. 

 
8/10/2015 

 
Larry Suiters CPHD Posted on the website complete 

3 

Field-by-field utilization data, compiled from January-December 2014 External User Request 
Forms for use of the County’s existing 16 lighted rectangular and 19 lighted diamond 
shaped fields. The compilations should show the share of nighttime play capacity for each 
field that was not utilized, the percentage of available hours used by Arlington resident 
versus non-resident athletic teams and the percentage of hours used by children and youth 
versus adult athletic teams. 

8/10/2015 
Larry Suiters 

 

Not in scope of 
the WFWG 
charge. However, 
DPR Staff will 
provide separate 
meeting to 
present 
countywide field 
utilization data 
for FY15 in 
January for those 
WFWG members 
interested. 

DPR staff will provide 
separate meeting in 
January 2016 to illustrate 
countywide utilization 
data and answer any 
questions WFWG 
members have at that 
time 

 

4 
A list of other athletic fields / public spaces in Arlington County that have been identified by 
County staff and /or recommended by outside organizations for future installation of 
synthetic turf and lights. 

8/10/2015 Larry Suiters 

 
2003 Field 
Candidate 

Profiles Report 

Posted on web complete 

5 

Baseline evening light and noise readings and measurement of traffic volumes along streets 
/ property lines abutting the WMS fields prior to installation of athletic field’s lights. We 
believe it would be useful to compare these with readings at fields at nearby locations 
where athletic fields are lighted in use for soccer games programmed by DPR. 

8/10/2015 Larry Suiters  

Pending WFWG 
discussion… more 
lighting discussion to 
take place at January 19 
meeting; all information 
regarding noise on fields 
is complete. 

Partial 
completion 
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6 
A list of qualified independent experts on mitigation of traffic, light and noise and other 
environmental impacts of athletic field lighting. 

8/10/2015 Larry Suiters   
 

7 
What are the dimensions of the 2 new fields, excluding run-out; and the separation 
between them? 

8/18/2015 
Chris 

Munson 

APS synthetic 
field drawings 

with dimensions 
Posted on webpage complete 

8 

Regulatory/safety requirements for field lights.  I.e. how low can lighting poles be, how non-
bright can they be, what kind of non-standard positioning can they have (i.e. on just one 
side/end of a field)?  Also, examples from other communities where lights have been 
installed with similar neighborhood concerns/considerations. 
 

8/14/2015 William Ross Musco 
10/21 Musco 
Presentation 

complete 

9 
A review of the analysis showing the usage benefits of moving to synthetic fields and then 
to lighted synthetic fields and the assumptions going into that analysis. 

8/14/2015 William Ross 
Synthetic Field 
Analysis (DPR) 

Posted on web complete 

10 

Housing assessments for properties near lit HS fields vs. rest of neighborhoods (speaks to 
perceived values of properties owned consistently) 

 
Housing sales prices for properties near lit HS fields vs. rest of neighborhoods (speaks to 
perceived values of properties as they change hands) 

 
Housing sales numbers (#s of sales per period) for houses next to lit HS fields vs. rest of 
neighborhoods (speaks to churn and possible local influences) 
 

9/15/2015 Justin Wilt 
Not in scope of 
the workgroup 

charge 

Not in scope of the 
workgroup charge 

complete 

11 

Question: Would like to have the total number of hours both George Washington University 
and Marymount University use county soccer fields annually. 
Answer:   GW in FY14 used 923.50 and in used 694.50 in FY15;  
Marymount in FY14 used 578 and in used 570 in FY15.  Per their specific MOA GW pays for 
all hours used over 600 each fiscal year and Marymount pays for all hours used over 220 
each season.   

9/16/2015 Larry Suiters DPR Staff Question answered complete 

12 
Would like to know the funding sources for the lights, and preliminary budget figures for 
the light installation at each field. 

9/16/2015 
Chris 

Munson 
DPR Staff 

Addressed in 11/18 
WFWG meeting by Lisa 

Grandle, DPR 
complete 
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13 

Request a copy of the MOU between Arlington County and Schools that 'has been 
developed to allow the County to upgrade school athletic fields to synthetic turf grass', be 
posted on the website. This is mentioned on Chapter 5, page 44 of the Public Spaces Master 
Plan. 

9/16/2015 
Chris 

Munson 

Existing county 
MOAs w/ 

Arlington Public 
Schools  

(Greenbrier, W-L, 
Wakefield and 
Williamsburg) 

Posted on website complete 

14 
Request that the original Environmental Assessment for the New Elementary School be 
posted on the website. 

9/16/2015 
Chris 

Munson 
APS Posted on website complete 

15 Suggest Work Group start meeting at the Discovery School. 9/16/2015 
Chris 

Munson 

Discovery ES 
meeting space 

available 
beginning in 

December 2015 

Not conducive to 
workgroup needs 

complete 

16 

What is the cumulative % of time that all lit fields were scheduled in 2014 in the hours when 
lighting was required to play? 
What is the cumulative % of time that all lit fields were scheduled in 2014 for Arlington 
teams (excluding DC, Fairfax, and other non-Arlington teams)? 
What would these %s be if two lit fields at Williamsburg were added to the available 
capacity? 
The timing of sunset is available at www.timeanddate.com.  I suggest using sunset on the 
15th as an approximation for each month. 

9/25/15 Roy Gamse DPR 

DPR staff will provide 
separate meeting on 
January 19, 2016 to 
illustrate countywide 
utilization data and 
answer any questions 
WFWG members have at 
that time. This utilization 
data includes 
incorporation of the 
sunset table. 

 

  

http://www.timeanddate.com/
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17 
Please provide the number of schedulable hours and the approximate number of available 
hours per year (after weather-forced closings) in the Williamsburg location for (1) one grass 
unlit field, (2) one turf unlit field, and (3) one turf lit field. 

9/25/15 Roy Gamse DPR 

DPR staff will provide 
separate meeting on 
January 19, 2016 to 
illustrate countywide 
utilization data and 
answer any questions 
WFWG members have at 
that time. This utilization 
data includes 
incorporation of the 
sunset table. 
Field comparison chart 
for synthetic lit, grass lit 
and grass unlit was 
posted on the WFWG 
webpage under Athletic 
Field Information. 

 

18 

POLICY ON RENTING ARLINGTON FIELDS TO NON-ARLINGTON (OR PREDOMINANTLY NON-
ARLINGTON) TEAMS 
What was the total 2014 revenue to Arlington for rentals to non-Arlington teams? Is there 
any additional cost to Arlington when a DC or Falls Church or Fairfax team rents a field that 
might partially offset the revenue? 
Have the rental fees to non-Arlington teams been reduced?  
Have outreach efforts to rent our fields to non-Arlington teams been increased in recent 
years? 
If so, why seek to increase demand for our fields from non-resident teams if there is a 
capacity shortage for Arlington residents? 
What % of field use from 7pm to 9pm and from 9pm to 11pm is for rentals to outside 
teams? 

9/25/15 Roy Gamse DPR   
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19 

A. Which lit fields have homes on the same property as the adjacent field (i.e., not 
across the street) that are about as close to the field as the neighboring 
Williamsburg homes? Are there any closer? If none are as close or closer, how far is 
the closest such home? 

B. Which lit fields have homes across the street that are about as close to the field as 
the neighboring Williamsburg homes (such as those on 36th Street)? Are there any 
closer?  If none are as close or closer, how far is the closest such home? 

C. In these situations, are the fields at the same level as the houses? Or at a lower 
elevation (e.g., Greenbrier)? or higher in elevation than the nearby houses? 

9/25/15 Roy Gamse 

Addressed during 
Lighted field tour 

on October 14 
 

Tour information posted 
on the WFWG webpage 

complete 

20 
It was requested in 9/30 meeting that a table or chart be provided that shows benefits of lit 
versus unlit fields 

9/30 
WFWG 

meeting 
DPR Staff 

Field comparison chart 
for synthetic lit, grass lit 

and grass unlit was 
posted on the WFWG 

webpage under Athletic 
Field Information. 

complete 

21 How will DPR combine priority programs and uses of the field? 9/30 
WFWG 

meeting 
DPR Staff   

22 

Question: I noticed that the lighted rectangular field at Rocky Run does not appear on the 
list of lighted rectangular fields contained in your presentation.  Why is Rocky Run 
omitted?  Please include it in the field utilization data I requested on 8/10/15.   
Answer: Rocky Run is listed on page 6 of my 9/16 presentation as a lighted central field.  
However, this is an oval shape field that cannot be used for games.  

 
 

Larry Suiters 
email 

DPR Question answered complete 

23 

What process was used to designate fields for drop in use?  
Are these reserved exclusively for drop in play?  If not, when are the available for 
programmed use?  How does DPR monitor the % of capacity of each of the drop in fields 
that is actually used? Is each lighted field that is programmed for use on any given night 
monitored to ensure that it is actually used?  

 
 

Larry Suiters 
email 

   

24 

Question: Could you please provide the WG with copies of any MOUs applicable to the each 

of the County’s lighted diamond, rectangular and combination athletic fields? (If identical 

MOUs are applicable to multiple fields, it would be fine to provide a single copy of that 

MOU with a list of fields subject to identical agreements. These could be posted on the 

WFWG website to save paper and time.) 

 
Larry Suiters 

email 

Wakefield, W-L, 
Greenbrier, 
Williamsburg, 
Marymount and 
GW MOA’s 

 

Posted on the website complete 
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25 

In your remarks you seemed to imply that DPRs systems already contain much or all of the 
information in my 8/10/15 field data request but that the system relating to programming 
and use of lighted fields does not contain data on resident vs. non-resident use.  Am I 
correct in understanding that it’s possible to print out data from your system relating to 
field-by-field share of programmable capacity that is used as well as to the share of that 
utilization that is used by children and youth vs adult soccer teams?  

 
Larry Suiters 

email 

 
Out of scope of 

workgroup 
charge 

Presentation in January 
 

 

26 

In looking at the Arlington Fall 2015 children and youth soccer schedule, it appears that 
there is only one evening, November 7, when lights would be required and this would be by 
a limited number of teams composed of older children who are scheduled to play at 5:15 
pm. Is this correct? If not, could you please identify any other Arlington teams composed of 
children and youth that have reserved lighted field space for this fall season, together with 
the specific fields, dates  and hours they have reserved?   

 
Larry Suiters 

email 

 
Out of scope of 

workgroup 
charge 

  

27 

While you mentioned that your field scheduling system does not track use by Arlington 
resident vs non-resident teams, surely there is a system that tracks the extra funds paid by 
non-resident teams to play on Arlington fields. This information would surely be collected 
each time a non-resident team submits an external user request form or proposed rental 
agreement.  I would think this would also be true of the extra fees paid for non-resident 
members of Arlington-based teams. Why couldn’t the amount of non-resident vs. resident 
utilization of Arlington’s lighted field capacity be derived with relative ease from DPRs 
financial tracking systems?  

 
Larry Suiters 

email 

 
Out of scope of 
the workgroup 

charge 

  

28 

Question: Neighbors are having difficulty understanding the terminology. Could you please 
explain which teams qualify under the definition of Arlington County DPR and affiliate 
sports? Arlington County DPR leagues that are run directly by DPR are youth flag football, 
youth basketball, adult softball, adult flag football, youth track, youth and adult indoor 
soccer program, adult ball hockey program; Affiliate sports groups that are sponsored by 
DPR are Arlington Soccer Association, Sr. Babe Ruth, Travel Baseball, Babe Ruth and Little 
League baseball, Arlington Girls Softball Association, Arlington Youth Lacrosse, Arlington 
Youth Football, Arlington Women’s Soccer League, Arlington Coed Kicks Soccer League, 
Arlington Men’s Soccer League, Arlington Bolivian Soccer, Bolivian Veterans Soccer League 
and Old Guys Soccer League.    
Which teams and fields qualify as rentals? All other users outside of APS, DPR and DPR 
Affiliate umbrella are considered rentals.  Examples of rentals are United Social Sports, 
Arlington Athletic and Social League, Zogg Sports, Washington Premier Soccer League, 
Capital Coed Soccer, Gonzaga High School, etc.  

 
Larry Suiters 

email 
DPR Staff Questions answered complete 
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Are there any other categories of users we should be aware of? No 

29 

Question: We note that DC sports leagues and teams highlight opportunities to play at Long 
Bridge 5 nights of the week on a standing basis and at Virginia Highlands at least one night a 
week. Do these represent standing rental agreements and, if not, on what basis, do the DC 
Leagues and teams advertise opportunities for nightly play on these fields? 
Answer: All of the teams that participate in the DC Social Leagues are required to submit 
rosters with 66% Arlington residency and pay an additional $30 per non-resident that is 
listed on their roster in addition to the per hour field rental fee. They use the later time slots 
that are after the youth programs are finished on the fields usually between 8:00p.m. – 
11:00 p.m. in the meter assessable locations.   

 
Larry Suiters 

email 
DPR staff Questions answered complete 

30 

Question: The chart on the last page of the 9/16 presentation shows that there is twice as 

much play on Arlington lighted fields between 7 and 9 pm as there is between 9 and 11 

pm.  This would suggest that as much as half of Arlington’s lighted field capacity is not being 

used. In looking at the youth soccer schedule, there appears to be only 1 night (November 

7) out of perhaps 200 when there is a conflict between Arlington youth and adult soccer 

demand and that conflict would occur from 5:15 to 6:30, prior to the 7-9 and 9-11 pm times 

depicted on your chart. Could you please explain why roughly half (between 9 and ll) of the 

capacity on Arlington lighted fields is not being used?  

Answer: Many factors cause the 9-11 p.m. time slot to be lower:  

 Too late for youth practices and games 

 10:00 p.m. curfews at VA Highlands 1, TJ Upper and TJ Lower 

 MOA’s at Greenbrier with a stipulation there can be no more than 3 nights per 

week  used until 10:30 p.m. during the spring and fall seasons and no later than 

10:00 p.m. during the summer and winter months.  

 Low temperatures during the winter months 

 Inclement Weather 

 
Larry Suiters 

email 
DPR Staff Question answered complete 

31 
Group requested County set up tour of Glyndon Park in Vienna, Virginia so they could see 
the new LED lights in operation.  

10/14 
WFWG field 

tour 
DPR staff 

DPR provided WFWG 
transportation to 

Glyndon Park on 11/3 
complete 
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32 - 1 

1.  Why specifically did the LED pole need to be removed from the field Musco referenced 
at the last meeting?  How close was the pole to the affected house(s)?  What were the 
negative impacts from that light pole on the affected house(s) that led to its removal?   We 
did not talk about having to remove a pole at any point.  This was in regards to the fixtures 
we had to reaim at Glyndon Park in Vienna, VA.  The two end fixtures we aimed a little too 
shallow and had to be aimed further downward and turned towards center field 
slightly.  Once this was done there was no impact on the house beyond the right field foul 
pole at all.   
 

10/16 
Larry Suiters 

e-mail 
Musco Question answered complete 

32- 2 

2.  Has Musco received, directly or indirectly, complaints from neighbors affected by LED 
athletic field lighting at locations where these have been installed and are in use? What 
impacts were at issue in these complaints?    If we have they have not been in Virginia.  I 
would not know outside of the state since I do not work there but the reduction in glare 
from HID to LED is roughly 90%.  On the LED projects that I have see in person you can 
barely even tell the lights are on.  If there are complaints I would imagine it would be from 
the noise on the field not the lights.   
 

10/16 
Larry Suiters 

e-mail 
Musco Question answered complete 

32-3 

3. Given the short (7 1/2 foot) run off distance between the two fields, is it possible to place 
poles along the north sideline of soccer field number one or must the poles be placed along 
the south sideline of field number one and the north sideline of soccer field number two to 
ensure the safety of players?    Right now we are not planning on putting any poles between 
the fields at all.  The poles will instead be located on the perimeter of the field.  This is to 
also allow for the way the fields are to be striped and allow for short sided games.  This 
would be the only way to properly align the poles to achieve that goal and achieve the strict 
spill and candela requirements. 
 

10/16 
Larry Suiters 

e-mail 
Musco Question answered complete 

32-4 

4.  Is it possible to light only soccer field number one if one set of lights and poles must be 
placed along the north sideline of soccer field number two? If yes, how tall must the poles 
be and what properties within the neighborhood could be subject to glare from the south 
and north facing lights assuming a) HID and b) LED lighting and taking into account the 
elevation of the fields in relation to residential streets located above and below the fields? 
We cannot light either of the fields only using two poles.  We will need four light pole 
locations per field in order to light either of the fields correctly and safely.  We are planning 
on using the S3 and S4 poles to light both fields in order to eliminate two poles.  By doing 

10/16 
Larry Suiters 

e-mail 
Musco Question answered complete 
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this, we can light both field using a total of six 80' poles.  If we can/are allowed to put poles 
in between the fields we could potentially lower the heights of the poles.  I know this is a 
problem due to the small run off area but is an option if 80' poles are problem.  This goes 
for either HID or LED fixtures.   
 

32-5 
5. What is the cost of installing LED lights and poles capable of illuminating a) only soccer 
field #1 and b) both #1 and #2?   See Attached 

10/16 
Larry Suiters 

e-mail 
Musco Question answered complete 

32-6 
6. Please provide the same cost estimates as requested in question #5 for HID lights?   See 
Attached 

10/16 
Larry Suiters 

e-mail 
Musco Question answered complete 

32-7 
7. How many hours per night and nights per year would the LED lights need to be in use to 
justify the cost of illuminating just one field on the Williamsburg campus.   See Attached Life 
Cycle Cost Savings.  Steve will be going in depth tonight in regards to payback.   

10/16 
Larry Suiters 

e-mail 
Musco Question answered complete 

32-8 
8. Same question as #7 but assuming that two soccer fields would be lighted.     Same as 
above. 
 

10/16 
Larry Suiters 

e-mail 
Musco Question answered complete 

33 
Can Musco provide a candela map for the basketball court located on the 
Williamsburg/Discovery site?  

10/21 
WFWG 

meeting 
Musco Posted on the website complete 
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34 

 Echo Tony Trabandt’s request at the November 18th WFWG meeting for an updated 
lighting plan or options, with accompanying analyses from Musco Lighting  once the 
number, location and configuration of trailers to be installed at WMS is 
decided.   Musco said they can update the photometric plan.  DPR staff sent them 
the new info APS provided regarding the trailers and their configuration in relation 
to the fields.   

 Having seen the LED lights installed at the baseball field in Vienna, I request that 
Musco provide us with information regarding the angles at which each array of 
lights on the six poles envisioned will be aimed in order to light the two fields either 
to a 20 or 30 fc standard. DPR staff put a request into Musco asking they provide 
the aiming angles on the (2) fields that we currently have on the photometric plan 
for LED. 

 Request that Musco provide us with a list of locations throughout the US where 
Musco has installed LED lights mounted on 70-90 foot poles on regulation sized 
soccer fields that are used exclusively by amateur adult and youth athletes and 
teams. Finally, it would be helpful if Musco can identify each of the years in which 
lights on these fields were installed.  

11/22 
Larry Suiters 

email 
Musco 

 
Presentation on 
1/19/2016 

 

35 

Which Certificate of Occupancy is being cited? Are certificate of occupancies issues for 
fields?  (Table for CPHD staff to get more information back to the workgroup) Has there 
been any changes in the Williamsburg Zoning in the last five years? Bob Duffy shared not to 
his knowledge.  

11/18 
WFWG 

meeting 
CPHD 

Chairman Erik Gutshall 
and Robin Leonard  
checking with CPHD staff 

 

36 
Chairman Gutshall asked County staff to go back and compare field use in 2012 to the 
transportation #s that were part of the 2012 study.  

11/18 WFWG 
DES 

Transportation 
work is underway  

37 When will we get information on field utilization?  11/18 
WFWG 

meeting 
DPR Staff 

January 19, 2016 
meeting to explain 
utilization date needs to 
be set.  

 

38 
WFWG is requesting information regarding the current Field Allocation Study conducted by 
GreenPlay 

11/18 WFWG DPR Staff 

Link to Field Allocation 
Study webpage provide 
from our WFWG 
webpage. 

complete 

39 
County staff to go back to County DHS Medical Staff and see if they have information on 
health effects of LED Lighting 

11/18 
WFWG 

Meeting 
DPR 

Work is underway… 
more to share in January  
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40 
Larry Suiters wanted an example of when zoning had to handle an issue with another 
County Department? Does DPR have to sanction the special event that may include 
amplified sound? (example: ASA holds PEP Rally at 10:00 p.m. on Williamsburg fields) 

11/18 
WFWG 

meeting 
CPHD 

Staff to follow-up with 
CPHD presenters 

 

41  
Request was made that we get the pole heights and proximity of homes to Glyndon Park 
Field (Vienna, VA) 45 foot poles, proximity to homes: 

11/22 
Roy Gamse 

e-mail 
DPR Request answered complete 

42 Add the MOA between Yorktown Civic Association and DPR on the webpage 12/9 
WFWG 

meeting 
DPR Posted on website complete 

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

       

 


